An accurate sea clutter distribution is crucial for decision region determination when detecting sea-surface floating targets. However, traditional parametric models possibly have a considerable gap to the realistic distribution of sea clutters due to the volatile sea states. In this paper, we develop a kernel density estimation based framework to model the sea clutter distributions without requiring any prior knowledge. In this framework, we jointly consider two embedded fundamental problems, the selection of a proper kernel density function and the determination of its corresponding optimal bandwidth. Regarding these two problems, we adopt the Gaussian, Gamma, and Weibull distributions as the kernel functions, and derive the closed-form optimal bandwidth equations for them. To deal with the highly complicated equations for the three kernels, we further design a fast iterative bandwidth selection algorithm to solve them. Experimental results show that, compared with existing methods, our proposed approach can significantly decrease the error incurred by sea clutter modeling (about two orders of magnitude reduction) and improve the target detection probability (up to 36% in low false alarm rate cases).
I. INTRODUCTION
An important application for marine surveillance radar is to detect sea-surface small floating targets such as buoys, human divers, and small boats [1] . When detecting, the received target signals at the radar are buried in the strong returned signals reflected by the sea surface, referred to as sea clutters [2] , [3] . It is known that better detection performance is achieved if prior knowledge of sea clutters' distribution can be acquired, since by this a proper detection threshold can be determined at the detector [4] - [6] . Therefore, an important question that arises is how to accurately model the distribution of sea clutters in the fluctuating sea state for small target detection.
By adopting various parametric models [7] - [10] , there have been extensive works attempting to characterize the distribution of sea clutters to obtain better detection performance. In [7] , the authors utilized the Gauss distribution to model the amplitude of the sea clutter at a low-resolution radar. With an increase in radar's spatial resolution, the amplitude distribution of the sea clutters was further extended from the Gaussian to compound-Gaussian probability density functions (PDFs) in [8] for small target detection. Gao et al. in [9] This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation of China with Grant Numbers 61601192, 61631015, 61831013, and 61729101, the Young Elite Scientists Sponsorship Program by CAST with Grant Number 2017QNRC001, the State Key Laboratory of Integrated Services Networks (Xidian University) with Grant Number ISN19-09, and the Fundamental Research Funds for the Central Universities with Grant Numbers 2016YXMS298 and 2015ZDTD012. adopted the generalized Gamma distribution to describe the statistical behaviors of sea clutters, and provided a parameter estimation scheme by taking both of estimation precision and applicable conditions into consideration. In [10] , the authors adopted the Weibull model in the constant false alarm rate (CFAR) detector for radar detection and evaluated the involved parameter optimization problem.
To summarize, the distributions of sea clutters adopted in [7] - [10] for target detection are generally established as parametric models. However, considering the two following defects of the parametric models, a considerable gap possibly exists between the fitted and realistic distribution of sea clutters. Firstly, the parametric models can hardly depict the spiky components in sea clutters, which is produced when the highresolution radar works at a low grazing angle or under dynamic sea states [11] . Secondly, as the distribution of sea clutters usually varies with different detection environments, assuming a fixed parametric model for it cannot guarantee satisfactory fitting performance in the varying detection environments and thus degrades the detection performance.
Following these insights, the distribution of sea clutters should be characterized by sufficiently analyzing the collected data instead of assuming a parametric model. Inspired by this, the kernel density estimation (KDE), a non-parametric approach for estimating the PDF of a random variable, can be adopted to reveal the distribution of the collected sea clutters. Different from the methods in [7] - [10] , the KDE method utilizes smooth kernel functions to fit the realistic distribution of the observed data without making any assumption on it, which can effectively reflect the information of the spiky components and flexibly adapt to the varying detection environments.
When applying the KDE method, it is of utmost importance to determine two key parameters, namely the kernel function and the bandwidth [12] . In [13] , the Gaussian kernel and some traditional bandwidth selectors such as the plug-in were adopted in the KDE method, which show good fitting performance on random sequence samples. However, few works have ever studied how the KDE method works in the sea-surface target detection. In addition, whether there are other kernel functions that can achieve better fitting performance than the Gaussian kernel or not is still unclear. Furthermore, it is also quite challenging to derive the optimal bandwidth for other specialized kernels by the traditionally complicated bandwidth selection methods such as the plug-in technique [13] . These challenges impose restrictions on the application of KDE method in estimating the distribution of sea clutters.
In view of these, this paper first develops a KDE-based sea clutter modeling framework that is suitable for different kernel functions. In this framework, two embedded fundamental problems, the selection of a proper kernel density function and the determination of its corresponding optimal bandwidth, are needed to be solved. Considering three kinds of kernels, i.e., Gaussian, Gamma, and Weibull, we then derive their respective closed-form optimal bandwidth equations and design a fast iterative bandwidth selection algorithm to solve them.
The main contributions of this work are as follows:
• We propose a KDE-based framework that enfolds kernel function selection and bandwidth optimization to precisely model the sea clutter distribution. Compared with traditional parametric methods, this framework can not only take the information of spiky components into account but also adapt to varying detection environments. • Inspired by parametric sea clutter models, we select the Gaussian, Gamma, and Weibull distributions as the kernels in our proposed framework. Particularly, we derive closed-form equations of the optimal bandwidth for these three kernels, which are unlikely to be deduced by adopting traditional bandwidth selection methods such as the plug-in technique. Due to the high complexity in solving these derived equations, we further design a fast iterative bandwidth selection algorithm to calculate the optimal bandwidth for each of kernels. • Experimental results exhibit that our proposed approach outperforms the existing methods in terms of the modeling error (about two orders of magnitude reduction). Moreover, applying our modeled sea clutter distribution into the CFAR detector can significantly improve the detection probability, especially in low false alarm rate cases (up to 36%).
II. SYSTEM SCENARIOS AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we first introduce the realistic Intelligent PIxel processing X-band (IPIX) radar datasets, and then formulate the asymptotic mean integrated square error (AMISE) minimization problem.
A. IPIX Datasets
In this paper, we adopt the IPIX database, an authoritative and widely-used database collected at the east coast of Canada in November 1993, to model the distribution of sea clutters. As shown from a website held by Simon Haykin [14] , there are a total of 14 datasets in the collected database. Each dataset includes 14 separate spatial range cells, with each cell containing a length of 131072 time sampling data. These cells can be divided into three categories. Specifically, the cell with the target signals is labeled as the primary cell, the adjacent cells affected by the target are labeled as the secondary cells, and the remaining cells are clutter-only cells. For notational simplicity, we denote the samples from the primary cells and clutter-only cells as target signals and sea clutters, respectively.
B. Statistical Sea Clutter Distributions
As is known to all, the amplitude of sea clutters usually follows Gaussian distribution for a low-resolution radar. However, it was soon found that the Gaussian distribution exhibits a poor fitting performance as the spatial resolution of the radar increases. Moreover, the amplitude distribution of sea clutters at a high-resolution radar will demonstrate the characteristics of the compound-Gaussian models. These models, e.g., the Gamma and Weibull models, have been widely used for sea clutter distribution modeling and shown a better fitting performance compared with the Gaussian distribution. In what follows, we present the PDFs and fitting performance of the above distributions.
1) Gaussian distribution: The PDF of the Gaussian distribution is given as
where µ is the expectation of the distribution, σ is the standard deviation, and x denotes the amplitude of the clutter samples.
2) Gamma distribution: The PDF of the Gamma distribution is presented as
where α > 0 and β > 0 are the shape parameter and the rate parameter of the Gamma distribution, respectively. In addition, Γ (α) represents the complete gamma function.
3) Weibull distribution: The PDF of the Weibull distribution can be described as
where s > 0 and c > 0 are the shape parameter and the scale parameter of the Weibull distribution, respectively. To obtain the best combination of parameters for the aforementioned three functions, we first utilize (1), (2), and (3) to model the distribution of sea clutter data based on the mean squared error (MSE) criterion. Under the best parameter settings, we then calculate their corresponding PDFs, which are plotted in Fig. 1 . From the figure, the fitting performance of the Gamma and Weibull distributions are better than the Gaussian distribution in the case when the normalized amplitude is more than 0. However, there still exists considerable bias between the curves of statistical PDFs and the practical sea clutter PDF, especially in the cases of low normalized amplitude. This phenomenon implies that the distribution of sea clutters should be estimated by tracking and characterizing the instant changes instead of traditionally assuming a parametric model.
C. Problem Formulation
We firstly utilize the kernel density estimation, a nonparametric approach for estimating the probability density function of a random variable, to model the distribution of sea clutters. By adopting the kernel function and bandwidth, the KDE approach assigns a height curve to each observation point. Each curve needs to be normalized first and then summed up by the kernel estimator function to estimate the density of sea clutters. The expression of KDE can be written as follows [12] f
where K is the kernel density function, h is the bandwidth of the KDE method, N is the number of sample points, and x i is the i-th sample point. Generally, the kernel density function and the bandwidth are two key factors that determine the estimation performance. For a given kernel density function, there exists an optimal bandwidth that achieves the best estimation accuracy, and larger or smaller bandwidth will lead to worse fitting performance. In what follows, we denote f (x) as the density function of sea clutters and demonstrate the procedure of the theoretical derivation of the optimal bandwidth.
To derive the expression of optimal bandwidth, we then introduce a useful criterion, referred to as the AMISE, to evaluate the fitting performance of the distribution estimation f (x), given by [15] AMISE {f (x)
dx, and f ′′ is the second derivative of the density f . Then the optimal bandwidth can be straightforward derived by an optimization problem as follows
The solution of (6) is illustrated in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. For each kernel density function to estimate the unknown density f , there exists a general expression for the optimal bandwidth, given by
Proof: Proof of this theorem can be found in [15] . Theorem 1 indicates that R (K), µ 2 (K), and R (f ′′ ) should be precalculated when determining the optimal bandwidth of the KDE method. Among these variables, although the R (K) and µ 2 (K) can be easily derived if the kernel function is given, the value of R (f ′′ ) is difficult to obtain as the density f is still unknown to us. To solve this problem, the estimation of R (f ′′ ) is used to transform R (f ′′ ) into an easy-to-calculate expression, which will be illustrated in the next section.
III. DERIVATION OF OPTIMAL BANDWIDTHS FOR
DIFFERENT KERNELS In this section, we propose an analytical approach to solve problem (6) in Section II-C, where the derived optimal bandwidth will be varied with different kinds of kernels. Interestingly, statistical models, e.g., Gaussian, Gamma, and Weibull distributions, usually can reveal the physical nature of sea clutters [1] . Inspired by this, we take the Gaussian, Gamma, and Weibull kernels as examples to evaluate the fitting performance of the KDE-based method.
A. Gaussian Kernel Density Function
According to the Gaussian distribution (1), the kernel density function K can be expressed as
In order to derive the optimal bandwidth h opt in (7) , R (K) and µ 2 (K) should be derived in the first place, which will be quantified in the following lemma. Lemma 1. For the Gaussian kernel, R (K) and µ 2 (K) can be expressed as
Compared with R (K) and µ 2 (K), it is more difficult to calculate R (f ′′ ) due to the lack of the prior knowledge of the unknown density f . Our idea is to first reshape R (f ′′ ) in an easy-to-calculate form and then estimate it via the estimator of the second derivative of the density. The following theorem quantifies the optimal bandwidth for the Gaussian kernel. Proof: As concluded above, the AMISE gets its minimum when the optimal bandwidth h opt is adopted in (4). Substituting h opt intof (x), the optimal estimation distributionf opt (x)
of an unknown density f is given bŷ
Based on (11), the m-order derivatives off opt (x) with respect to x is calculated as [16] f (m)
where K (m) is the m-th derivative of the kernel K.
To transform the integral of the squared second derivative of f , i.e., R (f ′′ ), into an easy-to-calculate expression, we utilize the functionf (m) opt (x) in (12) to estimate it, given by
opt (x)
where
For notational simplicity, we set
Rearranging R(f ′′ ) in (13) yields
Substituting the variable z i (14) and P i (15) into (16), it is clearly seen that (16) is related to h opt if the parameters σ, µ, and N are fixed. Let
Substituting (9), (10), (16) , and (17) into (7), we obtain the optimal bandwidth h opt based on Lemma 1, given by
B. Gamma Kernel Density Function
For the case of Gamma distribution, we first deduce the R (K) and µ 2 (K) in the following lemma.
Lemma 2. For the Gamma kernel, R (K) and µ 2 (K) can be expressed as 
Kernel functions
Optimal bandwidth
Then, we derive the h opt for the Gamma kernel based on Lemma 2. Similar to the proof of Theorem 2, we first utilize (12) to estimate R (f ′′ ) for the Gamma kernel, and then obtain W (h opt ) and h opt (corresponding to Q(h opt ) and h opt in (17) and (18), respectively). Related results are summarized in the following theorem and we omit its proof for brevity.
Theorem 3. The AMISE gets its minimum for the Gamma kernel density function when
h opt = (2β) 2α−1 Γ 2 (α+2)W (hopt) Γ(2α−1)Γ 2 (α)N , where W (h opt ) = ∫ ( ∑ N i=1 G i ) 2 dx, z i = x−xi hopt , and G i = e −βzi { (α − 1) (α − 2) z α−3 i − 2β (α − 1) z α−2 i + β 2 z α−1 i } .
C. Weibull Kernel Density Function
As for Weibull kernel density function, we first deduce the R (K) and µ 2 (K) in the following lemma.
Lemma 3. For the Weibull kernel, R (K) and µ 2 (K) can be expressed as
Based on Lemma 3, we then quantify the optimal bandwidth for the Weibull kernel in the following theorem, the proof of which is similar to those of Theorem 2 and 3.
Theorem 4. The AMISE gets its minimum for the Weibull kernel density function when h opt =
Remark 1. Based on Theorems 2, 3, and 4, we have rigorously derived the closed-form equations about the optimal bandwidths for the three different kernels with their involved parameters in Table I . It is observed from the table that, the optimal bandwidths are all determined once the parameters of the selected kernel density functions are given. Moreover, the expressions of optimal bandwidths are all in the form of the fixed-point equations since the Q (h opt ), W (h opt ), and V (h opt ) are the functions of h opt . This phenomenon motivates us to apply the fixed-point iterative algorithm to obtain h opt .
Algorithm 1 Bandwidth selection algorithm. 1: Initialization • Set the started approximation bandwidth h l,0 and the tolerance TOL. • Set the maximum number of iteration N max and the iteration index i = 1.
2: Denote ψ 1 , ψ 2 , and ψ 3 as the optimal bandwidth functions for the Gaussian, Gamma, and Weibull kernels, which are referred to in Table I . 3 : while (i ≤ N max ) do 4: Set h l = ψ l (h l,0 ), where l =1, 2, or 3.
5:
if h l −h l,0 h l < TOL then 6: Set H l = h l,0 . Set i = i + 1 and h l,0 = h l .
10:
end if 11: end while 12: Output the optimal bandwidth H l .
D. Algorithms for the Optimal Bandwidth Selection
In this subsection, we calculate the optimal bandwidths for the three kernels based on equations in Table I . However, it is difficult to obtain a straightforward expression for the optimal bandwidth as the Q (h opt ), W (h opt ), and V (h opt ) are the functions of h opt , which are complicated and unsolvable. Furthermore, traditional numerical analysis such as the Newton-Raphson method that is based on the derivation of the target equation also increases the computation complexity and reduces the efficiency of the KDE.
In view of these, we adopt the fixed-point theory to efficiently solve the equations in Table I , where the optimal bandwidths for the three kernels can be obtained by deriving the fixed-points of the equations. To determine these fixedpoints efficiently, we further design a fast iterative bandwidth selection algorithm, which is described in Algorithm 1.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we present experimental results to exhibit the fitting and detection performance of our proposed method using the realistic IPIX radar datasets.
Consider that the background sea clutter samples are needed to train the KDE model in Eq. (4), the clutter-only cells in IPIX radar dataset, e.g., the 14-th cell in dataset 17, are thus adopted to be served as training sets. Based on the training sets, we obtain the best combination of parameters of the three kernel density functions under the MSE criterion, which are as follows: σ = 1.38, µ = 0.32, α = 1.8, β = 0.2, c = 0.27, s = 2, and N = 2048. Then, we utilize Algorithm 1 to search for the optimal bandwidths for different kernel functions. The experimental results show that our proposed algorithm converges very fast (within 5 iterations) and the optimal bandwidths are equal to 0.08, 0.05, and 0.06 for the Gaussian, Gamma, and Weibull kernel functions, respectively. Based on the derived optimal bandwidths, we firstly compare the PDF fitting performance of our proposed KDE methods under different kernels in Fig. 2 . From the figure, it is obtained that, compared with the Gaussian kernel, the curves of Gamma and Weibull kernels are much closer to the distribution of sea clutters. This phenomenon indicates that, if the optimal bandwidths are adopted for the three kernels, the kernel density function itself will play the dominant role in estimation. Thus, it may be a better choice to select the Weibull and Gamma distributions rather than the Gaussian distribution as kernel functions.
Secondly, we compare the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) fitting performance of our proposed KDE methods for different kernels. As depicted in Fig. 3 , the CCDF curves of our proposed KDE methods are much closer to the sea clutter than those of the traditional parametric models, especially in high normalized amplitude. Furthermore, the curves of the Gamma kernel and Weibull kernel almost overlap the curve of sea clutter, except for the Gaussian kernel which shows more or less difference from the others. In particular, the obtained data shows that, compared with traditional parametric models, the Gaussian, Gamma, and Weibull kernels can reduce the MSE from the magnitude of 10 −2 to the magnitudes of 10 −3 , 10 −4 , and 10 −4 , respectively. Therefore, the Gamma and Weibull kernels are more preferred when applying the KDE methods to detect sea-surface targets.
Finally, we introduce the CFAR detector to test the detection performance (P d ) of our proposed KDE method. The CFAR detector works in a two-step process, namely the training and testing steps. In the training step, estimate the distribution of the clutter-only cell data and calculate the background level of sea clutters. Then, determine the threshold at a given false alarm rate (P fa ) by multiplying the background level with a Comparison of the detection probability between our proposed method and traditional parametric modeling methods. In this figure, the testing samples are collected from dataset 17, and the CFAR detector is adopted for target detection.
given factor T . In the testing step, compare the amplitude of the testing samples with the obtained threshold to decide whether they are targets or not. We refer the readers to [1] on mechanisms for the detection and we omit it for brevity. Fig. 4 depicts how the detection probability of our proposed method and traditional parametric methods varies with the false alarm rate. From the figure, it is obtained that although the detection probabilities of these methods all increase with the false alarm rate, our proposed KDE method always achieves better detection performance than the others either in high or low false alarm rate cases. For example, our proposed Weibull kernel KDE method improves the P d by 23%, 24%, and 36% compared with the Weibull, Gamma, and Gaussian distribution based methods, respectively, when the P fa is 0.001.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have put forward a KDE-based sea clutter modeling framework that is suitable for different kernel functions. In this framework, we have firstly derived the closed-form optimal bandwidth equations for the Gaussian, Gamma, and Weibull kernels and then designed a fast iterative bandwidth selection algorithm to solve them. Experimental results have exhibited that, compared with existing methods, our proposed approach can significantly decrease the error incurred by sea clutter modeling (about two orders of magnitude reduction) and improve the target detection probability (up to 36% in low false alarm rate cases).
